VISION INDIA MENTORS ON “TAZEEN TAXOLOGY”

Tazeen Taxology is another milestone on the road of learning, which is
eventually helping the teachers. I could feel that it's easy and expanded
then Bloom's Taxonomy.
After exploring and experiencing the teachers felt that this will help
them in planning, and evaluating the lesson plan and classroom
management all together.

I congratulate and bless Tazeen a bright shining
star in the
universe of education to explore more and more for the cause of
making learning easy and reachable to the masses.
Romita Sharma
Principal/Teacher Trainer
Apollo International School, Rajound Kaithal, Haryana

“Me and my teachers together enjoyed the journey of “TAZEEN
TAXOLOGY”. The journey was full of learning satisfaction. Our
hearts and minds, enjoyed a lot. Specially the exploration and
follow up ' steps. It was like a small treat of refresher course.
We offer our deep gratitude to dear Tazeen madam. “

KRUTARTH JOSHI
LITTLE FLOWERS SCHOOL
DAHOD, GUJARAT

“Tazeen Taxology” is like the need of the hour for all the teachers,
especially those serving in small cities where the opportunities for deep
learning, academic rigor and psychological robustness and resilience is
not there. It gives an insight which I'm sure once experienced by them
will be extremely helpful to all of them. I request all educators in India to
please ensure their school supports the program as it will be very fruitful
and enriching for the staff and eventually the students. My best wishes
and blessings to everyone involved. Kudos to you dear Tazeen for being
the "Moon among Stars".
Dr. John Harrison,
Former Director, Education, YMCA,
Advisor and Consultant - K12 Education

By introducing students to "TAZEEN TAXOLOGY" which is a concept based instructions:
● creates connections to students’ prior experience.
● brings relevance to student learning.
● Facilitates deeper understanding of content knowledge.
● Acts as a springboard for students to respond to their learning with
action.

Ms Suparnarna Sinha
Principal
Mount Litera Zee School, Kanpur

The concept of Tazeen Taxology, helps both teachers and children in
the long run.
My teachers got to explore many things, which in turn are fruitful in
managing classroom activities.
Once experienced, it is very beneficial to all.
The concept, it's detailed learning and understanding enhanced the
intelligence of the kids through these integrated learning activities.
If followed religiously, this program will help many educators, solve
issues pertaining to teaching.
Best wishes.
Mohsina Mobeen
Principal,
Counselling Psychologist

As a teacher......it is always learning to oneself and for others....Me and
my teachers learnt “Tazeen Taxology” through which how we can create
interest in learning among students..... infact it is indeed of knowledge
for teachers and how this pedagogy a toddler centered learning
approach is what allows in gaining knowledge. Examination - those are
just a means to gauge one's getting to know and need to aid in helping
school students studying higher which is very well explained by Tazeen
Taxology.....we have to go in depth to understand and implement for our
children...... definitely they are going to benefit.... Thanks Tazeen for
such a wonderful article to think and serve for mankind through school
: R.Buvana
Adarsh public school
Noida

Our teachers admired the most beautiful odyssey of "TAZEEN
TAXOLOGY". It is indeed a pleasure to read the research paper of
TAZEEN TAXOLOGY which helps us understand the fine steps of model
of education, *exploration and follow up steps*. Truly, it is going to
enlighten the minds of the people.Methodologies and Techniques are
explained in a superb manner. Hats off to Dr. Tazeen Jamal Siddiqui for
explaining the *concepts in the classroom* so magnificently.
Kudos to Dr.Tazeen. Extremely delighted to be associated with such an
intellectual person.
Mahejabeen
Vice-Principal
Madina Public School
Himayathnagar, Hyderabad

Tazeen Taxology has given a fresh look to the dimension of teaching in
respect of the 21st century. As we all have taken this journey, our
teachers have really enjoyed and understood the importance of concept
teaching.
Tazeen ma'am has shown us the path and we all will definitely bring a
change . Together we can and we will.
ABHA MISHRA
Principal
JHARKHAND ACADEMY
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